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Whereas the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) has established a new policy, which
unfairly advantages incumbents in the primary playing field. The policy states that the core mission of the
DCCC is electing House Democrats, which includes supporting and protecting incumbents [1]. The DCCC has
additionally adopted policy of not conducting business with, nor recommend to any of its targeted campaigns,
any consultant that works with an opponent of a sitting Member of the House Democratic Caucus.[2]
Whereas Democratic voters in a Congressional district may come to believe that their
Democratic Member of the House does not represent their values and/or interests and wish to elect someone
else whom they believe better represents them;
Whereas all Democrats should have the right to compete in primary elections for the House of
Representatives on a level playing field;
Whereas the DCCC spent over $297 million [3] of the $974 million [4] spent in the 2018 Democratic house
elections, and a policy of blacklisting firms has created substantial difficulty for primary challengers to acquire
aid of campaign consultants and firms [5]. Such policy creates a substantially unlevel playing field, coerces
Democratic candidates out of the primary, and denies Democratic voters the ability to freely choose who
represents them in the general election.
Be it resolved that the DPNM State Central Committee, the governing body of the DPNM, strongly opposes the
DCCC’s new primary elections policy;
Be it further resolved that the DPNM State Central Committee urges the DCCC to abolish its new primary
elections policy, establish a policy of neutrality in all Democratic primary elections to ensure a level playing
field, and allow the Democratic voters in all Congressional districts to choose the candidate of their choice
without any interference from the DCCC. A letter to the DCCC shall be sent from the DPNM SCC to announce
the passing of this resolution.
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Whereas the citizens of New Mexico, the United States, and the world are under threat from increasingly
extreme weather and environmental disaster caused by global climate change. Global climate change is
caused by human activity, primarily the burning of fossil fuels, and a timely transitioning away from them is
necessary to stave off severe economic damages and mass loss of human, animal, and plant life [1][2],
Whereas, because fossil fuels will become more expensive to access and the world economy is moving away
from fossil fuels, it is necessary to transition New Mexico’s economy away from fossil fuels, and such a
transition must be just, fair, equitable, and ensure support to current workers in the fossil-fuel industries
[3][4],
Whereas, the New Mexico economy would be strengthened by the diversification away from fossil fuels and a
broadening of our energy exports by becoming a leader in solar- and wind-energy generation and upgrades to
the energy infrastructure [5][6]
Whereas, a “Green New Deal” has broad bipartisan support among US voters, and would provide necessary
federal funding and substantial economic benefit, enabling New Mexico to achieve these diverse goals [7][8],
Be it resolved that we support House Resolution 109/Senate Resolution 59, the Green New Deal, to carry
these goals forward for the State of New Mexico and the Nation and that copies of this resolution be
transmitted to New Mexico's congressional delegation.

